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Component Part Manufacturer 
Has Limited Duty in Indiana
 
In Brewer v. PACCAR, Inc., 18 S-CT 451 (June 17, 2019), the 
Indiana Supreme Court held that the manufacturer of a 
component part has no duty to install safety features if it 
is able to show: (1) the safety features were offered to and 
declined by the final manufacturer or (2) the integrated 
product can be safely used without the necessary safety 
features. 

PACCAR manufactured a “glider kit” that was ultimately a 
component of an over-the-road semi-truck. Inherent in the 
design of the PACCAR sleeper-cab glider kit was a 40 ft. blind 
spot directly behind the semi. PACCAR did not include any 
safety features such as rear-view windows, backup alarms, 
backup camera or backup flashers to alleviate the dangers 
associated with the blind spot when the semi was reversed.

In Brewer, a truck driver was backing up in a semi that 
included the glider kit at a construction site. Because he was 
unaware of what was in his blind spot, he negligently struck 
and killed Brewer, a construction worker at the site.

Brewer’s estate brought a wrongful death action against 
PACCAR alleging a defective design claim under the Indiana 
Product Liability Act (IPLA). Brewer alleged PACCAR’s glider 
kit was defective and unreasonably dangerous because it 
lacked safety features and warnings related to the blind spot. 
PACCAR moved for summary judgment arguing that it had 
no duty to install safety features. 

PACCAR argued that it did not manufacture the complete 
semi and the duty to incorporate safety features belonged 
to the ultimate manufacturer. The trial court granted 
PACCAR’s motion for summary judgment but the court 
of appeals reversed finding that a question existed as to 

whether it was reasonable to put a product into commerce 
that lacked one of, or several, safety features.

The Indiana Supreme Court held that under the IPLA, Brewer 
would have to establish that PACCAR owed a duty to Brewer 
and that PACCAR breached this duty. The only issue before 
the court was whether PACCAR lacked a duty to install safety 
features.

The court acknowledged 
that Indiana case law on 
this issue is sparse. The 
court noted that under 
the IPLA, a component 
manufacturer may have 
no duty to install safety 

features when the component part can be put to a variety 
of uses that prevent the component manufacturer from 
reasonably knowing whether, and how, safety features 
should be included. Here however, the glider kit clearly had 
only one reasonably foreseeable use: integration into an 
operable over-the-road semi-truck.

Under the Component Use Doctrine, the court held that a 
component manufacturer that produces a part with only 
one reasonably foreseeable use has no duty to install safety 
features if:

1.    The final manufacturer was offered safety features 
      and declined them, or

2.   the component part, once integrated can be used 
      without those features. 

In Brewer however, PACCAR failed to present any evidence 
that the final manufacturer of the semi-truck was offered 
and declined to use any particular safety features. In 
addition, PACCAR failed to show whether the glider could, 
once built into an operable semi, be used safely without any 
of the necessary safety features. PACCAR failed to establish 
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that the safety features cited by Brewer were not necessary 
to make the glider kit and its noted blind spot safe.

Beyond applying the two prong analysis under the 
Component Use Doctrine, the court also held that the 
sophisticated-user defense applied to design-defect 
claims such as raised in Brewer. Until Brewer, IPLA case law 
addressed the defense only in connection with inadequate-
warning claims.

Despite the fact that the sophisticated-user defense applied 
to design-defect claims, the court held that PACCAR was 
still not entitled to summary judgment because the defense 
focused on the user’s actual or constructive knowledge of 
the danger.  

Illinois Appellate Court 
Reverses Summary Judgment 
in Parking Lot Case
In Bailey v. Graham Enterprises, Inc., 2019 IL App (1st) 181316 
(June 10, 2019), the Illinois Appellate Court reversed summary 
judgment entered in favor of a gas station in a suit involving 
a slip and fall in its parking lot.

In Bailey, Plaintiff slipped and fell on a slush covered 
handicapped parking symbol in defendant’s gas station 
parking lot. Defendant moved for summary judgment arguing 
that Plaintiff slipped on a natural accumulation of slush.

In response, Plaintiff argued 
that she slipped on the 
painted surface of the 
handicapped symbol—which 
was unreasonably slippery when 
wet—because of defendant’s 
improper design, construction 
and maintenance of the symbol. 
Plaintiff presented the affidavit of her expert, Daniel Robson, 
which stated that the symbol had a dangerous coefficient 
of friction. Robson based his decision on a test of the same 
materials used by defendant and on the product data sheet, 
which stated the slip resistant additive used by defendant 
needed to be refreshed every 90 days. There was no 
evidence of defendant ever refreshing the additive.

Defendant moved to strike the affidavit as speculative and 
without foundation because Robson did not indicate if he 
mixed the additive into the paint as defendant had. The 
trial court agreed with defendant and struck the affidavit. 

In turn, finding that without the affidavit all that was left 
was a natural accumulation of slush, the trial court granted 
summary judgment for defendant. 

The appellate court reversed. According to the court, the trial 
court should not have stricken the entire affidavit. Instead, 
the trial court should have stricken the tainted portions 
of the affidavit. Had it done so, the record still would have 
contained Robson’s review of the product data sheet, note 
that the anti-skid additive needed to be refreshed every 
90 days and that there was no evidence of defendant 
refreshing the additive. 

Indiana Supreme Court Holds 
Expert Witness’ Disciplinary 
History & Licensure Admissible 
to Challenge Expert’s Credibility
In Tunstall v. Manning, 19 S-CT-18 (June 26, 2019), the Indiana 
Supreme Court held that a trial court erred in excluding 
evidence regarding an expert’s past licensure probation, but 
held that the court properly excluded evidence of the reason 
for the expert’s professional discipline. In Tunstall, Plaintiff, 
Manning, presented Dr. Paschall’s testimony regarding 
injuries sustained by Manning as a result of Tunstall’s alleged 
negligence.

At trial, Tunstall sought to elicit evidence regarding Dr. 
Paschall’s past licensure status and past professional 
discipline. Tunstall argued that the evidence was relevant 
as to the credibility of his opinion, which in turn was the only 
medical testimony supporting Manning’s permanent injury 
claim. The trial court refused to allow any evidence regarding 
Dr. Paschall’s license to be presented.

Judgment was ultimately entered against Tunstall and the 
court of appeals affirmed. However, the Indiana Supreme 
Court held that Indiana law had long recognized that 
evidence regarding expert licensure status is admissible 
for purposes of impeachment. Following this line of cases, 
the court held that it was an abuse of discretion for the trial 
court to exclude evidence that Dr. Paschall had previously 
been on probation. According to the court, the past licensure 
status had probative value with regard to the credibility of 
Dr. Paschall’s testimony. Under Indiana Rule of Evidence 403, 
the value of the licensure evidence to Dr. Paschall’s credibility 
was more probative than prejudicial and should not have 
been excluded.

Practice Tip:
Brewer clearly marks the Indiana Supreme Court’s adoption of 
the Restatement of Torts’ Two Prong Component Parts Doctrine 
and indicates the potential assertion of that doctrine as a basis 
of summary judgment.

Practice Tip:
Bailey emphasizes that not all natural accumulation cases can 
be resolved by arguing that Plaintiff fell because of a natural 
accumulation of snow or ice. Defendants need to be ready to 
address whether other conditions caused the incident.
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However, Tunstall also tried to impeach Dr. Paschall’s 
testimony with evidence of the reasons for his professional 
discipline, which included two prior misdemeanor 
convictions and two other acts of misconduct. Because 
neither the misdemeanor convictions nor other prior acts of 
misconduct were admissible under the Rules of Evidence, 
the trial court properly excluded it. The court noted that 
misdemeanor convictions are inadmissible under Indiana 
Rule of Evidence 609. 

Further, evidence that Dr. Paschall engaged in “fraud or 
material deception to receive his license by failing to 
disclose a criminal conviction” was inadmissible under 
Rule 608(d). The extrinsic evidence was also therefore 
inadmissible when Tunstall sought to prove specific 
instances of the witness’ conduct. In short, a witness cannot 
be impeached by specific acts of misconduct which have 
not resulted in criminal convictions.

After determining that the trial court erred in excluding 
evidence or licensure status, the court held that the evidence 
exclusion was harmless because Tunstall had effectively 
attacked Dr. Paschall’s credibility and his diagnosis of 
Manning’s condition. Manning had also independently 
presented substantial and consistent lay witness testimony 
about how her injury had significantly and permanently 
impacted her life. As a consequence, the court ruled that 
it could not conclude that the evidence exclusion affected 
Tunstall’s substantive rights to the point that the judgment 
should be reversed. 

Expert Testimony Not 
Always Required to Establish 
Causation of Injury 
In our last newsletter, we reported on Peach v. McGovern, 
2019 IL 123156 which held that expert testimony in Illinois is not 
necessary for photographs of automobile damage to be 
admitted to challenge the extent of a plaintiff’s injuries. The 
Peach decision marked a significant departure from earlier 
case law on this point.

Recently, in Martin v. Ramos, 129 NE 3d 244 (Ind. Ct. App 
2/28/19), the Indiana Court of Appeals held that expert 
testimony is not always required with regard to causation.

In Martin, Plaintiff filed a small claims action against 
defendant for alleged injuries sustained in a rear-end 
collision. At trial, Plaintiff presented medical records 
establishing that he received treatment for head, neck, chest 

and back injuries following the accident. The records also 
established multi-level degenerative changes in the cervical 
spine and arthritic changes in Plaintiff’s shoulder. Plaintiff 
conceded his history of prior injuries to his neck and back, 
but also presented subjective testimony that he experienced 
increased pain in his back and shoulder after the collision.

Following the close of evidence, the 
trial court acknowledged the contents 
of medical records, but held that the 
records and Plaintiff’s lay testimony 
were not sufficient to establish within 
a reasonable degree of medical 
probability that the collision actually 
caused injury to Plaintiff. As such, the 

court found that Plaintiff failed to meet his burden of proof 
on causation.

On appeal, Plaintiff maintained that small claims cases are 
subject to a looser standard with regard to admissibility of 
evidence and that Plaintiff should not have been required to 
produce expert testimony regarding causation.

The court agreed that small claims cases are informal. 
However, while the method of proof may be informal, 
evidentiary rules regarding burden of proof are no different 
than in a regular civil action on the same issues.

The court noted that an essential element in a cause 
of action for negligence is evidence of a reasonable 
connection between defendant’s conduct and damages  
which the plaintiff claims were suffered. As such, Plaintiff 
would be required to produce competent evidence with 
regard to causation.

Turning to the issue of causation, the court noted that when 
an injury is clearly objective, a plaintiff is able to testify as 
to the injury; there is no need for expert medical testimony. 
However, when the issue is whether there is a causal 
connection between a permanent condition and the injury 
or a pre-existing affliction or condition, the medical question 
is more complicated, and expert testimony is required.

In Martin, the medical records established an objective 
injury, namely a left front post-traumatic subarachnoid 
hemorrhage. The causal connection was made when Plaintiff 
testified he experienced increased pain after the accident. 
As the court noted, the “temporal congruity” between the 
incident and the experience of pain is “admittedly some 
evidence of causation” 120 N.E.3d at 252. The trial court erred 
in concluding that Plaintiff failed to present evidence on the 
issue of causation. 

Practice Tip:
While Tunstall recognizes the admissibility of licensure status, 
it also serves as a reminder that having a correct position on 
an evidentiary ruling does not warrant an appellate remedy 
unless a substantive right is affected by that ruling. 

Practice Tip: 
Martin demonstrates that lay testimony in Indiana can satisfy the 
burden of proof for causation when there is objective evidence of 
an injury and subjective evidence of increased pain immediately 
after injury. The question of admissibility has to be addressed on 
a case-by-case basis.
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Illinois Appellate Court Rules 
Circumstantial Evidence Can 
Determine Whether Bar Had 
Constructive Notice of Wet Floor
Under Illinois law, a premises owner can be liable to a patron if: 

1.    The premises owner caused the dangerous condition 
      to exist; or

2.   had actual knowledge of the dangerous condition; or

3.   had constructive notice of the dangerous condition. 

In Heider v. DJG Pizza Inc., 2019 IL App (1st) 181173 (June 10, 
2019), the Illinois Appellate Court for the First District held that 
circumstantial evidence of what did not transpire created a 
question as to whether a premises owner had constructive 
notice of a dangerous condition.

In Heider, Plaintiff was exiting 
defendant’s bar, when he slipped 
and fell on dampness in front of the 
entrance way. Defendant moved for 
summary judgment on the grounds 
that Plaintiff failed to present any 
evidence as to how the floor became 

wet or that defendant had actual or constructive notice of 
the condition. The trial court agreed and granted summary 
judgment for defendant. 

On appeal, the appellate court noted that it was undisputed 
that Plaintiff slipped on dampness on the floor and that 
Plaintiff could not prove that defendant caused or had 
actual notice. However, the court held that there was enough 
evidence in the record to establish that the dampness had 
been there long enough for the employee to have taken 
notice and corrected the situation.

According to the appellate court, Plaintiff is not required to 
come forward with direct evidence of constructive notice. In 
fact, it is entirely possible for Plaintiff to present circumstantial 
evidence that creates a fact issue on whether a premises 
owner had constructive notice of the dangerous condition.
In Heider, witnesses in the bar testified that there had been 
no rain that day so no one could have tracked in the water. 
There were no spills and there had been no mopping in the 
entranceway. In fact, during the nearly two hours Plaintiff 
was present in the bar, he observed nothing unusual in the 
entranceway.

According to the appellate court, the lack of evidence that 
dampness was caused only a short time before Plaintiff 
slipped and fell is circumstantial evidence that it had 
been there long enough for an employee to have noticed 
the condition and to have corrected it. As such, summary 
judgment was inappropriate.

 

Exclusive Remedy Protection 
for Illinois Borrowing Employer
The Illinois Second District Appellate Court recently affirmed 
a long held rule that a borrowing employer has immunity 
under the Exclusive Remedy Doctrine when faced with a civil 
lawsuit for a job-related accident. Holten v. Syncreon North 
America, Inc., 2-18-0537 (Ill. 2d Dist. 5/31/19).

The Holten court addressed Plaintiff’s claim that there was 
a question whether a borrowed employee relationship was 
established. The court ultimately found that the defendant 
had established the key element for such a finding: whether 
the defendant as an alleged employer “had the right to 
control and direct the manner in which the employee 
performed the work.” Supporting this conclusion were:

1.    Employee’s hours were scheduled by the 
      defendant;

2.   a foreperson for defendant conveyed work 
      instructions to Plaintiff;

3.   the borrowing employer was empowered to tell 
      Plaintiff when to start and stop his work;

4.   the loaning employer’s supervisors were not onsite; and

5.   the equipment Plaintiff used was provided by the 
      borrowing employer.

Plaintiff also raised a second issue—one which is commonly 
confused by parties in litigation, and even by their counsel—
which is whether the borrowing employer must be the entity 
which pays workers’ compensation benefits in order to take 
advantage of the exclusive remedy doctrine. Consistent with 
prior court decisions, the trial court in Holten answered in the 
negative.

Practice Tip:
To avoid civil liability for its injured workers, every company 
considering hiring employees from a lending employer should 
carefully craft the language in their contract to make it clear 
that the hiring company is a borrowing employer. 

Further, directing the means and manner of the borrowed 
employee’s work, setting their hours, providing company tools 
and equipment and otherwise performing in a manner that 
demonstrates it is acting as their employer at the jobsite will 
solidify its basis to successfully rely upon the Exclusive Remedy 
Doctrine.

Practice Tip: 
Decisions like Heider make it more difficult to prevail at the 
summary judgment stage. Judicial consideration of negative 
circumstantial evidence on the issue of constructive notice 
raises a nearly insurmountable hurdle for defendants.

http://www.bdlfirm.com
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Meet a Member of Our 
General Liability Team

Jeff Kehl 

EDITOR: Tell me a little bit about your 
background. 

JK: After law school, I was fortunate 
enough to serve a clerkship with a federal 
judge. That led to serving a few years as 
a federal public defender and private 

practice handling federal civil and criminal cases. The nature 
of the work gave me the opportunity to take a lot of cases to 
trial. It also led to a lot of appeals. When I moved to Chicago, 
I jumped over to handling liability defense for transportation 
companies, municipalities, construction trades and religious 
entities. I’ve been defending civil liability cases for over 26 
years now.

EDITOR: What do think the biggest challenge facing insurers is? 

JK: There are so many challenges facing insurers these days. 
In my part of their industry, I see the growing sophistication of 
the plaintiffs’ bar. Also, an increased instances of people who 
refuse to accept that sometimes bad things happen through 
no one’s fault and who treat these mishappenings as windfalls 
for themselves. These are things than make claim resolution 
tough for our clients. 

EDITOR: What’s one piece of advice you have for them?

JK: I think it’s important for claims handlers to recognize the 
huge impact that demographics and history of particular 
venue(s) play in valuing claims. To that end, I think its valuable 
to study the jurisdiction for each claim.

EDITOR: What do you like to do outside of work?

JK: Swim, bike, run and spend lots of time with my wife and 
dogs.

EDITOR: Favorite hobby?

JK: Flyfishing. I used to like bullriding a whole lot more, but I’m 
not as young as I used to be.

EDITOR: If you weren’t a lawyer, what other career would you 
have chosen? 

JK: Artist or musician. Or master criminal.

View more information on our  
General Liability practice.

Our other practices Include: 

• Appellate Law
• Business Law
• Condominium Law
• Construction Law
• Entertainment Law
• Healthcare Law
• Insurance Law
• Intellectual Property
• Labor & Employment Law
• Products Liability
• Professional Liability
• Real Estate
• Transportation Law
• Workers’ Compensation 

 
 
 Firm News 
 

Bryce Downey & Lenkov 
Ranked as a Top 50 
Construction Law Firm
Bryce Downey & Lenkov has been recognized as one of 
Construction Executive magazine’s Top 50 Construction 
Law Firms. The inaugural issue selects those firms who have 
made significant contributions and lead the construction 
legal industry.

Construction Executive surveyed hundreds of law firms, 
reviewing their 2018 and 2017 construction practice 
revenues, number of attorneys in the firm’s construction 
practice, percentage of firm’s total revenue derived from its 
construction practice, number of states in which the firm is 
licensed to practice and the year in which their construction 
practice was established.

The accompanying article, “Keeping a Sharp Eye on the 
Contract,” examines risk management, profitability, contract 
dispute resolution and contract administration.

Click here to read the full press release.
View The Top 50 Construction Law Firms®.
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Storrs Downey Featured in 
Lawyer Monthly Magazine 
Capital member Storrs Downey was recently featured in 
an interview with Lawyer Monthly magazine. “Addressing 
the Ever-Expanding Issue of Biometrics and Privacy in the 
Workplace” covered privacy challenges many employers 
face in today’s technology-driven environment. 

Storrs discussed what biometrics are and how they’re used 
in the workplace, significant case law, Illinois’ Biometric 
Information Privacy Act and what employers should do to 
avoid litigation.
 

Samuel Levine Named ISBA 
Austin Fleming Award Winner 
The Illinois State Bar Association’s (ISBA) Journal Editorial 
Board has selected of counsel Samuel Levine as the 2018-
2019 Austin Fleming Award recipient. 

The award honors outstanding past and present editors of 
association newsletters. Samuel was selected for his work 
as the current editor of ISBA’s construction law newsletter, 
Building Knowledge, and former editor of the real estate 
newsletter, Real Property, totaling more than 20 years of work.

Samuel was honored at the ISBA awards reception on July 11. 

Read the construction law newsletter.
Read the real estate newsletter. 

2019 CLM Workers’
Compensation Conference 
Capital member Rich Lenkov and income member Kirsten 
Kaiser Kus presented at the 2019 CLM Workers’ Compensation 
Conference on May 22.

Rich Lenkov presented “PTSD Claims from First Responders.” 
The panel discussed drug overdoses, assaults, shootings and 
other traumatic events claims. Kirsten Kaiser Kus presented 
“Aggressive Claims Handling.” 

See the full agenda. 

BDL Supports Urban Autism 
Solutions Fundraiser 
Bryce Downey & Lenkov was proud to support Urban Autism 
Solutions’ “Carrots & Cocktails” fundraiser on June 27. The 
event took place at the Urban Autism Solutions’ Growing 
Solutions Farm, a project where farm interns learn agriculture 
skills, as well as how to follow structured employment tasks.

Urban Autism Solutions is dedicated to changing outcomes 
for young adults with autism through an integrated 
community life. The group addresses challenges by 
advancing social and vocational opportunities.

Click here for more information on Urban Autism Solutions. 
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Bryce Downey & Lenkov
Participates in 3rd Annual
Celebrity Chef Gala 

Income member Brian Rosenblatt and associate Chase
Gruszka attended Legal Prep Charter Academy’s 3rd Annual
EAT. DRINK. GIVE. Celebrity Chef Gala on April 25.

Over 260 people attended the event, which featured tastings 
from Chicago’s top chefs matched with exquisite wines and 
spirits. The gala celebrates Legal Prep and its mission to 
prepare Chicago’s west side youth for college and inspire 
students to make a difference in their community. It is 
Chicago’s first and only legal-themed high school.

Proceeds from ticket sales raised over $135,000. Capital
member Rich Lenkov serves on the Advisory Board.

Learn more about EAT. DRINK. GIVE. Celebrity Chef Gala.

BDL Supports NIU Public
Interest Law Society Auction
Bryce Downey & Lenkov was proud to support Northern Illinois
University College of Law’s 24th Annual Public Interest Law
Society (PILS) Auction on April 5.

The PILS auction is a student-run event that raises money 
for outreach assistantships awarded to innovative and 
dedicated NIU College of Law students who work in 
unpaid public interest legal positions. Students work with 
underrepresented populations in the Chicago community, 
including domestic violence victims, immigrants and 
refugees, those falsely accused of crimes and more.

Learn more about PILS. 

BDL is Growing!
Bridgett Repay joins Bryce Downey &
Lenkov as an income member in our
Indiana office. Bridgett focuses in general
liability and workers’ compensation,
representing a variety of employers and
corporations across Indiana. Bridgett has
extensive experience litigating personal
injury, premises liability, insurance
defense and workers’ compensation 

cases. In her spare time, Bridgett enjoys spending time 
cheering on her sons at their games. 

Renée Day is an associate in our Indiana
office. She is dedicated to creating a
team approach with clients in general
liability and workers’ compensation cases.
Renée has extensive experience in a wide
range of commercial and insurance
litigation matters, as well as appellate
practice and procedure. 

She has also worked with municipal boards, commissions,
police departments and governmental entities on a variety
of municipal matters. Renée was selected to the 2019 Indiana
Super Lawyers Rising Stars list, a distinction reserved for only
2.5 percent of attorneys in the state.
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Mary Marcin joins us an associate. Mary 
handles complex general liability and 
workers’ compensation. She has significant 
experience litigating for Chicagoland 
law firms, defending personal injury, 
construction and construction defect, 
product and premises liability claims, as 
well as insurance defense. 

She also has experience handling property and 
transportation matters involving municipal defense, appeals, 
subrogation and other facets of civil litigation. Prior to joining 
Bryce Downey & Lenkov, Mary worked as a litigator for a 
regional transportation company. 

John Schmidt joins Bryce Downey & Lenkov 
as an associate. John handles workers’ 
compensation defense matters. John 
has represented numerous Fortune 500 
insurance companies and employers, 
guiding clients throughout all aspects of 
litigation, including the appellate level. 

He began his career at the IWCC, reviewing numerous 
arbitration transcripts and preparing detailed 
recommendations for IWCC decisions.

Who We Are 
 
Bryce Downey & Lenkov is a firm of experienced business 
counselors and accomplished trial lawyers committed to 
delivering services, success and satisfaction. We exceed 
clients’ expectations everyday while providing the highest 
caliber of service in a wide range of practice areas. With 
offices in Chicago and Schererville, and attorneys licensed in 
multiple states, we are able to serve our clients’ needs with a 
regional concentration while maintaining a national practice. 

Our attorneys represent small, midsized and Fortune 500 
companies in all types of disputes. Many of our attorneys are 
trial bar certified by the federal court and have been named 
Leading Lawyers, AV Preeminent and have been selected 
to Super Lawyers and Rising Stars lists. Our clients enjoy a 
handpicked team of attorneys supported by a world-class 
staff.

©2019 Bryce Downey & Lenkov LLC. All rights reserved. The content of 
this document has been prepared by Bryce Downey & Lenkov LLC for 
informational purposes. The information is not intended to create, and receipt 
of it does not constitute, a lawyer-client relationship. You should not act upon 
the information contained in this document without seeking advice from a 
lawyer licensed in your own state. Please do not send or disclose to our firm 
confidential information or sensitive materials without our consent. 

Cutting Edge Continuing 
Legal Education
If you would like us to come to you for a free seminar,   
Click here or email Storrs Downey. 

Our attorneys provide free seminars on a wide range of 
general liability topics regularly. We speak to individuals and 
companies of all sizes. Some national conferences that we’ve 
presented at are:

• American Conference Institute’s National Conference 
on Employment Practices Liability Insurance

• Claims and Litigation Management Alliance Annual 
Conference

• CLM Retail, Restaurant & Hospitality Committee Mini-
Conference

• Employment Practices Liability Insurance ExecuSummit
• National Workers’ Compensation and Disability 

Conference  & Expo
• National Workers’ Compensation & Disability 

Conference 
• RIMS Annual Conference 

Previous seminars include:
• Kotecki at 25: The Minefield of Employer Liability in Third 

Party Tort Actions in Illinois
• Public Entity Claims in Illinois and Indiana
• Exploiting the Internet in Pre-Suit Investigations
• Use of Drones: Ag Cases
• Equal Employment Laws (Title VII, ADEA, GINA, EPA, PDA, 

and More)
• Ethical Issues in Employment Law
• Sexual Harassment in the Workplace: Confronting & 

Addressing This Growing Problem
• 10 Tricky Employment Termination Questions Answered
• Approaching LGBT Issues in Today’s Workplace
• Employment Law Issues Every Workers’ Compensation 

Professional Needs to Know About
• Hiring Do’s and Don’ts
• Is Your Independent Contractor Actually an Employee?
• Recent DOL & NLRB Developments
• Religious and Disability Discrimination & 

Accommodations
• Risky Business: Drugs, Sexual Orientation & Guns in the 

Illinois Workplace

 
If you would like a copy of our other prior webinars, please
email us at mkt@bdlfirm.com.
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